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This paper describes how fundamental research into the physics of water can contribute
scientific evidence for “Evidence Based Homeopathy”.  

Coming from a background in radar and physics, the writer became involved in the 
diagnosis and therapy of  patients hypersensitive to their electromagnetic environment in 
1982 and it was the frequencies in the environment that mattered to these patients. Later, 
it was found that the acupuncture meridians have characteristic frequencies naturally 
present on them. Where there is a connection to the autonomic nervous system (ANS) 
additional frequencies characteristic of the ANS appear.  The presence of frequencies in 
the whole body field of a person indicates the body systems which are under stress. The 
writer has contributed a series of invited Chapters between January and July 2008 on 
the theory of homeopathy to the web-site www.hpathy.com on which sections of this 
paper have been based and where references will be found.

The “Verification of Homeopathic Symptoms” can make use of a similiter between the 
frequencies in the body field of a patient and those on the acupuncture meridians. 
Following from the work of Dr. R.Voll, the state of the autonomic nervous system 
(ANS) which is usually the first system to be affected in this way, can be assessed. The 
correction of a frequency to its normal endogenous value may be achieved by eliminating 
the stress related frequencies and then supplying frequencies to recover the normal state. 
These may be frequencies characteristic of a specific homoeopathic potency or an 
allergen dilution, frequencies generated through acupuncture or, specific frequencies 
selected from the patient’s whole-body field pattern. All these can be used for therapy. If 
the patient’s stress is due to a toxic chemical, any frequency correction will remain a 
palliative until de-toxification is achieved.  

There are two sources of the above frequency resonances: (1) water molecules hydrogen-
bonded to a chemical and  (2) water in domains of coherence. The latter require the 
continued presence of the geomagnetic field for stability and all frequency imprints and 
homeopathic potencies will be erased if this is removed by shielding with a steel box. 
Any chemical frequency signatures are unaffected.

The characteristic endogenous frequencies present on acupuncture meridians (and chakra 
points) and cover the range from 10-4 Hz to 300 GHz. Normally,  these frequencies 
fluctuate slightly in a quasi-periodic manner characteristic of (mathematical) chaos. They 
occur in one of two phases – stimulatory or depressive of  biological activity. When there 
is a stress or disease in a target organ, its meridian frequency spreads into the whole-body 


























